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This Manual for Observers of the Worm Moon serves as a guide for the creation of future Worm Moon ceremonies. It also bears witness to a particular
Worm Moon gathering on a sunny Sunday, March 17th in a fourteenth floor
apartment overlooking the southeast corner of Morningside Park and the
northwest corner of Central Park. It will unfold in parts for contemplation
and practice. This manual is part 3 of the 12 part Lunar Mythologies, a companion for the observation of the Full Moon throughout the year.

Preparations & Considerations
Collectively aligning our focus with natural cycles and with the Worm Moon’s unique symbolism heightens intuitive awareness and creates clarity. A full moon marks a time when intuitive
abilities are at their peak, as are feelings and emotions. The Worm Moon, also known as the
Crow Moon and the Sap Moon, reminds us that it’s just when we cannot go on that we do: chaos
and darkness before the Spring. Transition itself is as much a phase as that which comes before
or after and is marked by its own complex and conflicting characteristics. Spring thaw, like the
Full Moon, illuminates things once hidden. Rebirth comes not from a clean slate, but from the
painful rush of blood into once unfeeling limbs.
Collective purpose channels energy. Gather 9-12 people and invite them to sit in a circle on the
ground. Be prepared to document and record what is generated by the gathering.
The terrain for practice is created through three main elements. First, the post truth invocation
of reality. This forms the meeting ground for consensus and non-consensus reality and is set by
channeling a message, collective journaling or discussion, or perhaps found text, image or music. Second, the moon’s traditional significance, in this case the Worm, the Crow, and Sap, direct
us towards concepts which we introduce and define. Finally, the common notions, or operating
principles, these underly our ability to perform the exercises. These three elements form a portal
to communal practice space. It should not only draw the participants in, but should give them a
share in the space.
The full moon is a time of culmination, but also revelation. It marks the end of the month’s cycle
and illuminates what must be released to begin the cycle again. Provide a small slip of paper for
each participant to write down what they will release, guided by the symbology of the Worm
Moon.
Prepare for three translation practices by selecting (or creating) and memorizing two statements
which elaborate the Worm Moon themes.
In the first translation exercise, the first statement is spoken aloud to the person on your left.
That participant repeats the line to the person on her left as faithfully as possible, but without
interruption even if faithfulness is not achieved. This process continues around the circle, for
3 or 9 circuits, ending with the person to your right. Record the final, resultant iteration. The
exercise is repeated with the second statement, only the statement is now whispered from one
participant to the next. The result is, again, recorded.
For the third translation exercise, You-Be-Me, each participant will recount a short memory,
thought, or image having to do with the theme to the person on their left. One at a time, these
stories will be shared around the circle. As the participant tells the story, the person to whom
they are speaking will simultaneously, with unique attentiveness to the speaker, tell the story as it
is being told to them. Instead of listening, the person receiving the story will take in the experi-

ence wholistically, even somatically, and will mimic the story teller as faithfully as possible. This
simultaneity shifts the focus away from verbal content.
Select a bloodstone or other object to serve as the vessel for an energetic charge for psychometric processing. Charge it with a thought emblematic of theWorm Moon for a minimum of 3
nights prior to the ceremony. Bloodstone is used traditionally to enhance intuitive capacity and
is unique in its ability to balance that sense of receptivity with being grounded. This grounding
relates to balancing the root chakra, when balanced this activates a secure foundation through
basic elements of shelter, food, and sex. The charging of the stone can be achieved by holding it and meditating on the chosen concept. Then, write the concept word on a piece of paper
and wrap the stone. Place the wrapped stone on a windowsill until the time of the full moon
ceremony. During the ceremony, unwrap the bloodstone and hold it while silently contemplating the charge. When ready, hand it to the participant on the left. Each participant will hold the
bloodstone until she comes to an intuition, be it sound, image, or concept. At that point, she will
pass the bloodstone to her left until each participant has held the stone. Once the bloodstone has
passed through the circle, each participant will share her intuition. Each one will be recorded.
Finally, the original charge will be revealed. Now is an optimal time for each participant to
elaborate on their image or intuition and to discover themes and relationships within the group
and to the symbolism of the Worm Moon.
Give each participant a sheet of paper and a drawing implement attached to a board. Mark one
sheet of paper in some way to indicate the end of a rotation around the circle, for example, tie a
ribbon on one of the boards. Each participant will draw for 1 minute and then pass the paper to
her left. Each participant will draw for another minute on the drawing now in her possession.
This process continues until one cycle is completed, (when the paper with the indication returns
to its original scribe). This process can be repeated 1, 3, 6, or 9 times, the images becoming successively more detailed. Collect all drawings.
In closing, create time for communal reflections and observations. Collect and burn the slips of
paper with what each participant will release during this full moon in preparation for Spring.
Select a reading and/or recording to bring the ritual to an end.
The reporting process results in the compilation of the information generated into the Worm
Moon Manual. The manual should also serve as a guide for future ceremonies, in this way, it is
self-generating. All manuals becoming part of the perpetually expanding, Lunar Mythologies.
Sign with peace.
The Manual for Observers of the Worm Moon is now complete.

POST TRUTH INVOCATION OF REALITY
The second joy of thunderstorms in Texas, after the weightlessness, the drop in pressure and
racing through the cold grass until lightning and your mother calls you inside, were the streams
that emerged and cut through the old dry land of the yard. I can’t remember how long these
lasted after the rains. Surely not more than half an hour, but they brought with them the depths
of the earth, old smells and the curling, pink, and innocent snake tubes of earthworms.
The rows of tulips in the garden planted with my ex-husband, a month and one year since he
asked for a divorce. How are they still there? How did I forget about them? What allowed time
to pass already from thaw to growth and brittle leaves and winter, and now thaw again?
There was a giant earthworm on the wall in second grade, and it had a clitellum. Something
like that, which . . . carries eggs? Do worms lay eggs? Where do they even come from? I always
throw them back into the grass when they get stranded in the puddles on the sidewalk. No fear
to touch. What, it’s going to bite you? I hate when the kids fish with them. Like the worm feels
no pain when you shove it - impale it - on a fish hook and let it die while it entices some fish
who has no idea worms don’t even fucking swim.
Relief Moon. The way out.
Dripping after coming in from the cold. To move, be fluid, relaxing just by virtue of the fact that
you don’t have to contract all your muscles to stay reasonably unfrozen. “Thaw out” is like “be
myself again.”
I’ve always hated worms - put them in a category with snails, slugs, leeches. Remember them
dying, curling on the sidewalk in puddles. Spring has never been a clearly defined season (at
least the start) for me. Remember neighbor kids torturing slugs to death, remember gas station
Mountain Dew with tubs of worms out front. Remember worms on hooks. Migration north.
Pink Mud Moon.
Sitting on fingers aching back from numb. Skinless chicken breast in grocer pack, covered in ice,
pooling cloudy water on counter. Salmonella. Frost heave. London frost fairs.
Smell of worms in March and April. Soil aerators. Robins. Mud. Walking across wet grounds
of the University of Maine campus, digging for worms in the garden with my siblings. Holding
them in my hands, watching blood flow through them - watching them inch their way fragile
and exposed. Their skins are so easy to puncture - at the same time they emerge new. Plants
emerge and each share a role in one another’s cycle.

Sap Moon.
Releasing of crystallized idea. Feeling of changing of a cemented idea. Feeling of turning from
one feeling to another.
Wax dripping, or water droplets on a cold glass of water, or just a drip of water down a drainpipe. Thawing is not the same thing as melting, but I have not really paused to examine the difference. Frozen to thawing to solid, but flexible. Melting to liquid to boiling to burning.
Wormwood - Absinthe - green - hallucinating - St. Pat’s - Mountain Dew
After a Nebraska rain they were all over the sidewalk. You can cut them in half and they’ll grow
back. Nightcrawlers. Bait. They aerate the soil; enrich it. We dissected them in biology; splayed
them and pinned them down. In the city, I see them only in our compost bin. Growing up I
would turn over a log or peel the back off trails in the wood, made by insects, but looking like
worms, worm holes. “Robin in the rain” is a song I used to sing my kids. “But the worms are
wishing you had stayed at home.” Early bird gets ‘em. They must till the soil so thngs can sprout
and grow. Rarely- if ever- do we pause to appreciate a worm. Revulsion is the instinct. But they
are a foundation.
Crocus Moon
They’re dead on the sidewalk as I walk to the school bus stop in the morning. They are either
dried or bloated. Trying to save them feels futile, but I always try. There is something incongruous about learning they’re good for the soil, but later I will learn that’s not quite true. They are
invasive. They’re changing the ecosystem and some things will die. There is no unequivocal
good. They swarm the compost pile and I’m happy for them because I believe they will help my
plants. There’s horror and cruelty at the sight of a worm dangling on the hook, bait for another
kill. So much death and life and cruelty and gratitude in the small, fragile, organ-like thing.
Meat sitting on the counter in my mother’s kitchen. Cracked earth, brown Maine mud, heaved
and uneven. Forgotten planters now broken.

Release
Doubt
Doubt
Doubt
When embarassment becomes shame.
Snip.
There’s always more. Let go. It will come to you. If it matters, it will come back.
Retrieval for Spring Equinox*

* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6rkE8UwLEQ&feature=share

DEFINITIONS
Thaw:
To become liquid or soft as a result of warming.
To become warm enough to stop feeling numb.
To make or become friendlier or more cordial.
Sap:
The fluid, chiefly water with dissolved sugars and mineral salts, that circulates in the vascular
system of a plant.
Vigor or energy.
To drain someone of (strength or power).
To make insecure by removing the foundations of.
To undercut by water or glacial action.
Transition:
Stage 3 of Birthing Labor, lasting about 30 min-2 hrs.
The cervix will dilate from 8cm to 10cm. Contractions during this phase will last about 60-90
seconds with a 30 second-2 minute rest in between. Contractions are long, strong, intense, and
can overlap.
This is the hardest phase but also the shortest. The laboring woman might experience hot
flashes, chills, nausea, vomiting, and self-doubt.
Psychological Signposts: A woman’s behavior may change dramatically. Hormones and intensity
bring forth her more primal self. She might be vocalizing more emphatically, or wish to remain
more secluded. She could feel overwhelmed and question if she can do this. Far from being a
sign that everything is going wrong, these changes indicate that things are progressing very well.
“This is so hard, I’m tired, I can’t take it, I give up, I’m going to die.”
Confusion. Fear. Desire to go home. Giving up.
“I can’t do this anymore.
I can’t do this anymore.
I can’t do this anymore.”
It is the point a woman reaches when she feels as though she just can’t do it anymore- she begins
to doubt her ability to get through the anguishing process. This is the sign that she is almost to
the pushing stage. She needs to take contractions one at a time. She will need to be reminded of
that because she won’t think she can.

COMMON NOTIONS

None-the-less.
Never-the-less.

TRANSLATIONS
Once, my father came to breakfast with blood on his shirt. I asked him what had happened and
he told me he cut himself shaving, but he had killed a rabbit in the garden.
One morning, my father came to breakfast with blood on his shirt. I thought he cut himself
shaving, but he told me he killed a rabbit in the garden.
Animals have no need of astrology; they are all born in the Spring.
Animals have no need for astrology; they were all born in the Spring.
So, one of my biggest memories of worms is fishing, like I had mentioned, and I went out on this
little dinghy of a boat as storms were coming and we had styrofoam containers and the first few
times I didn’t mind spearing the worms, but there was blood and they would become bloated
when the fish never came, and there was a point in the trip where I no longer could kill them
and I made my dad start to do it, and I felt at the moment there was a breach in our masculinity.
Crows used to flock to . . . they travel in a group called murders, a murder of crows . . . and they
would just make an enormous racket and I couldn’t sleep, and I wanted to kill them, but not kill
them, but also I wanted them to move to another house.
When I think of this moon, I think about sap, I can’t move away from this idea of sap. It’s a very
special time, I used to go with my uncle and we would tap hundreds of trees in one day, only to
yield very small amounts of maple syrup when the process was done.
A crow story is hard to come by, I think they are the birds that love shiny objects and will go
after them and I remember one time running with my walkman with the headphones with the
shiny silver strap and a bird came down and pecked at my head.
So I brought peach roses here today because those strings I cut were supposed to be for tying
flowers, but I wasn’t sure how to resolve them, but I really wanted to burn them, but I really
wanted the roses to be here anyway, and peach roses kept coming up all month, and I didn’t
know how to tie it all in, but I wanted the peach roses to be here anyway.
I remember seeing a field with all these winking objects in it and it turns out they were cds that
people had strung up to keep the birds away from the grapes.
I think of their loud squabblling and their preying upon other smaller birds forcing them out of
their territory and they always had an association with death.
And when I was in first grade a crow flew across the playground and a kid saw it and he said,
“oh my god the wing span is just from here all the way across the room” and I just thought,

“that’s not true”, I didn’t say it wasn’t true, but I knew it was impossible.
When I was in high school I realized I didn’t think I’d seen a crow before that moment. Every
crow that I believed was a crow was actually a grackle, which are disgusting, unintelligent animals.
Where I grew up crows were just by far the most common bird; they were just everywhere; you
could hear them all the time, and when I moved across the country there were no crows, and
I just assumed it was regional, and I found out only years later that my move coincided with a
particularly bad summer of west nile virus that affected the crows and crows are actually the just
the most common bird everywhere, and only in the last two years have I started hearing crows
again since I was eighteen.
A white, short-sleeved, man’s undershirt has a small bit of blood, from a shaving cut, but no, not
quite that.
I go through the neighborhood at a time of day marked by light that is no time of day and I look
for a place to hide, in a garage or under a rose bush.
Worm Moon
Worm Wood
Worm Wood-in-Mouth.
Wood born March 20.
Crow Neck Tattoo.
Crow Moon.
Crow eats flesh left on road.
Crow invades other birds’ nests to steal or eat their eggs.
Shapeshifting becomes rhythmic:
You-be-me
You-be-me
Black.
Blue.
Sap.
Death, the void and the core of creation.
Blood flow returns, the body starts to redden. Tingling, throbbing, or burning.
EarthWorm (invasive species.)
Activity leads to the loss of leaf litter habitats for a wide variety of other creatures and the loss
of the protective, soil covering leaf litter “blanket”. It changes the nature of the soil community’s
energy webs. The soils of undisturbed ecosystems are irrevocably changed from their original
conformations.
Wet migration ends in death for many.

PSYCHOMETRIC PROCESSING

CHAOS
Darkness.
Stalactites and Stalagmites.
Crumbling facade.
Vines grasping at my hands. Attachments and efforts to hold on.
Cracked icing.
Darkness.
Spinning water within the wave just before hitting the shore, churning sand and grit, turning.
The dark interior of an empty suitcase, a darkened closet.
Pulling.

CLOSING
Part 1
“The universal mother is the source of renewal, of birth, of creativity, of transformation. She is the Nile river and the
first of May. She is the rainforest and the sea. She is the cloud and the rain — but not the air or the mountain. The
universal mother is oceanic and endless. The springtime roars through her, and conquers the winter. She nurtures
and nourishes the slumbering seed in the dark soil, with the waters of life. She is the source from which all things
flow. Go ahead and roll your eyes if you must. People since the beginning of time have needed a universal mother — whether Astarte or Mary. To imagine you are above them is what it always is: hubris. So why have people needed
a universal mother in the first place?
. . . universal mothers and authoritarian fathers help allay and soothe our deepest, most terrible fears — our primal,
existential ones. But they do it in different ways.
The authoritarian father says: if you can go out and be supreme, you will be immortal — at least symbolically, maybe
even literally. Make America Great! Build a Reich that lasts a thousand years!! But of course to be supreme, to rise
above all the other tribes, you must obey your own most violent man, too — he becomes a king. So the authoritarian father produces patriarchy, heirarchy, tribalism, precisely because he is a system, a form, of domination, control,
power. All these things — domination, control, power, or their embodiments, money, possessions, sex, wealth — are
just ways to deal with those deep, primal fears. But they don’t work very well, do they? No king has died a happy
man. Wearing golden masks in temples haven’t saved anyone from turning into dust, have they?
Universal mothers, in contrast, teach us that if we nourish and transform and nurture, we give birth, and in that act
of creativity, those terrible primal fears are transformed, too. Our grief becomes love. Our loneliness becomes intimacy. Our sense of being lost becomes laughter and joy at simply witnessing the miracle of life. Our powerlessness
becomes our truest power — to see, to hold, to know.
It’s true that all these things come with a terrible price. If universal motherhood turns grief into love, it also turns
that love into more grief — when the child grows up, when the day is done, when death comes. And yet that bargain
is still a good one. Because in those moments we are engaging in this profound and delicate act of creation, when we
are giving birth, when we are nourishing and nurturing, we are overwhelmed with joy, with beauty, with truth, with
grace. Death will come, it’s true — and take everything away from us. In the end, it will do it as gently as a brother — not the way we fear, like a reaper. But at least we can now say we have lived.
. . . For [some], the universal mother is a dangerous thing — a force of chaos. Sure, it can be. The spring melts the
frozen ice — who can say which way it will thunder down the mountain. Birth, rebirth, creativity — these things are
chaos, it’s true. But chaos is not some dark and terrible force — unless all you really want to begin with is an authoritarian father.”

Excerpt from Why AOC Short-Circuits the Conservative Mind (Why) The Universal Mother is the Antidote to the
Authoritarian Father by Umair Haque

Part 2
She tended her buckets of peach roses filling the long slate sink.
“Do you believe evil exists?” asked the woman in her company, sitting at the nearby table. She had a black box lined with
velvet and filled with rows of stone bracelets, each in a different color made of stones with varied and unique significance.
The woman trending the roses took a bracelet from the box. She chose one with many blue stones punctuated by one
center stone, peach and grey - I thought very like her roses.
The woman at the table allowed her to take the bracelet, but on the condition that she answered the question. It was not
clear whether she had to answer correctly, just that she must answer in order to keep the bracelet.
The woman tending the roses, refilling their buckets with fresh water, trimming the dead leaves and stems, quietly agreed
and despite taking a moment ot consider the proposition, she was confident (if not smug) in her reply: “No.”
To reveal the answer to her riddle, the woman at the table smiled knowingly before the expression on her face changed, as
if channeling some force not entirely native to her body. Her eyes opened wide and her mouth turned downward, the skin
on her cheeks fell as if pulled from below. From her eyes and eyebrows water began to spout violently, soaking the table.
The woman with the roases was so taken aback, her mouth fell open in shock as she ceased pulling the brownish and soft
outer petals from each rose, her body turned fully away from her flowers in the sink so that she was now facing the horror
at the table. In a rage of ego and terror she grabbed a white plastic jug filled with bleach and began dousing the sink full of
peach roses with the urgency of soaking a fire and the vehemence of destroying something so loved. The bleach splashed
everywhere. The other women in the room feared for their clothes, the spots of red or white emerging on their cotton
pants. And then feared for the fires and the noxious fumes that came from the clear, inocuous-looking fluid.
The woman at the table shook her head in calm disapproval, saddened at the too-familiar gratuitousness of the scene.

Excerpt from Tigers Detectives Flocks Packs Herds Springtime War Water by Gabriella D’Italia

BURN

PE ACE

